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Fault-tolerant Operation of Six-phase Energy
Conversion Systems with Parallel Machine-side
Converters
I. Gonzalez, M. J. Duran, H. S. Che, E. Levi, Fellow, IEEE, M. Bermudez, F. Barrero, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract The fault tolerance provided by multiphase
machines is one of the most attractive features for
industry applications where a high degree of reliability is
required. Aiming to take advantage of such post-fault
operating capability, some newly designed full-power
energy conversion systems are selecting machines with
more than three phases. Although the use of parallel
converters is usual in high-power three-phase electrical
drives, the fault tolerance of multiphase machines has
been mainly considered with single supply from a
multiphase converter. This work addresses the faulttolerant capability of six-phase energy conversion
systems supplied with parallel converters, deriving the
current references and control strategy that need to be
utilized to maximize torque/power production.
Experimental results show that it is possible to increase
the post-fault rating of the system if some degree of
imbalance in the current sharing between the two sets of
three-phase windings is permitted.
Index Terms Multiphase energy conversion systems,
fault tolerance, parallel converters, field oriented
control.

I.

INTRODUCTION

E

nergy conversion systems with full-power back-to-back
(BTB) converters have recently gained popularity due
to their capability to handle bidirectional power flow with a
good controllability [1]. Compared to partial-power
topologies using doubly-fed induction generators (DFIGS),
the higher degree of control provided by full-power
configurations is currently appreciated in wind energy
industry due to the tighter low-voltage ride through (LVRT)
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requirements of different grid-codes [2-3]. In addition, the
BTB arrangement allows the control of both the power
delivered to the machine and to the grid, and this can be
useful in traction applications with regenerative braking. In
this latter case the machine operates as a motor but the BTB
topology allows the system to transfer the decelerating
kinetic energy into the grid.
Regardless of the application, the use of full-power BTB
systems with an intermediate dc-link decouples the machine
and grid sides, thus allowing the use of multiphase machines
connected to three-phase grids [4]. Industrial examples of
multiphase systems with full-power BTB converters are the
1.1 MW nine-phase permanent magnet (PM) motor drive
used in ultra-high speed elevators [5] (motoring) and the 5
MW twelve-phase PM synchronous generator used in wind
energy turbines [6] (generation). The combination of
different number of phases and converter arrangements
results in multiple multiphase topologies, including the use
of independent BTB three-phase modules [5-6], the use of
parallel three-phase converters [7], and the series-connection
of machine-side converters [8-11].
The literature on multiphase machines and drives points
out different advantages over standard three-phase
machines, but maybe the most convincing one for industry
is the capability to provide fault tolerance with no extra
hardware [12-13]. Among the different types of faults that
may occur in a multiphase drive, the open-circuit faults
(phase and line) have been the most widely studied cases
because simple software reconfiguration suffices to obtain
satisfactory post-fault operation. When an n-phase machine
is star connected and supplied by an n-phase converter, the
open-circuit fault implies that the current can no longer flow
through the faulted phase and the machine effectively has
only n-1 phases located in an asymmetrical manner. In such
situation, the fault needs to be firstly detected [14-15] and
then several modifications need to be done to obtain
satisfactory post-fault operation, including the recalculation
of the current references [16-17], the derating of the drive
[18] and the use of specific control schemes [19-25]. A great
body of knowledge has been recently reported in this field
for different numbers of phases, using various machine and
converter types [12-25], but considering single n-phase
supply in all cases.
Nevertheless, the use of single voltage source converters
(VSCs) in high-current applications is not possible due to
the limited rating of the IGBT-based converters. A good
example can be found in the wind energy industry, where
the use of low-voltage generators in high power turbines
(10 MW) leads to the use of multiple parallel units [6].
Since redundant design is an effective solution to maintain

post-fault operation and to thus reduce the number of
unexpected breakdowns of systems, various power converter
topologies equipped with redundant capability are proposed
in [26]. The use of parallel converters has been popular in
three-phase energy conversion systems [1], where the single
switch fault no longer implies that the current of the faulted
phase is zero and all currents need to be derated to (m-1)/m
of the rated value if m parallel converters are operated. A
similar concept can be extended to multiphase drives but
further analysis is required [27-28]. The redundancy
obtained using six-phase induction machines and parallel
converters has been recently addressed in [28-29], where the
enhancement of the fault-tolerant capability of energy
conversion system has been studied by simulations. This
work extends the analysis and includes experimental results
that confirm the possibility to reduce the drive derating by
allowing an unequal current sharing between the two sets of
three-phase windings. The main contributions of this paper
are:
i.The analysis of the fault tolerance of different
multiphase topologies that include parallel converters.
Previous investigations on the fault tolerance of
multiphase machines have been focused on topologies with
single VSC supply, where converter faults lead to openphase faults. This implies in turn that topologies with
independent dc-links [5-6] need to disable the set of
windings supplied by the faulty converter, whereas
topologies with series connection of VSCs [8-11] cannot
continue operating. The situation differs in the scenario
considered in this work because single converter faults only
imply a reduction in the per-phase current. To fully exploit
the fault-tolerant capability of the system the machine needs
to be asymmetrically operated, this being addressed for the
first time in this paper.
ii.The derivation of the x-y current references to permit
the unbalanced operation of the drive.
Although the balanced operation resulting from the
operation with zero x-y currents maximizes efficiency, the
drive derating in post-fault situation can only be reduced by
allowing the injection of non-zero x-y currents in certain
manner to comply with the post-fault current restrictions.
This work determines the x-y current waveforms that are
required to maximize the achievable torque and also defines
the most appropriate reference frame for x-y currents to ease
the design of the current controllers.
iii.The proposal of an additional controller to dynamically
regulate the post-fault currents.
The asymmetrical current sharing between the multiphase
machine windings, discussed in i) and determined in ii),
should be variable in order to maximize the post-fault
efficiency. In other words, the x-y currents should be
injected only when needed to avoid the appearance of extra
copper losses. For this purpose, this work suggests the use
of an additional controller that regulates the degree of
imbalance and optimizes the current sharing between
windings.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
different multiphase topologies that use parallel converters

and analyzes their fault-tolerant capability. The post-fault
system capability is quantified in Section III, where an
imbalance in the current sharing of the two sets of threephase windings is assumed. A new controller to allow
imbalance in the multiphase system is proposed in Section
IV, and the fault-tolerant capability of the system is
experimentally studied in Section V where steady-state and
dynamic tests are shown for healthy (pre-fault) and postfault scenarios. Conclusions are finally summarized in the
last section.
II. SIX-PHASE ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS’
TOPOLOGIES
Six-phase energy conversion systems are normally based
on asymmetrical dual three-phase induction machines with
two isolated neutrals. This six-phase machine is a
continuous system which can be described by a set of
differential equations that can be simplified in stationary
coordinates using the vector space decomposition (VSD)
approach [30]. Using VSD, the original six-dimensional
space of the machine is transformed into three twodimensional orthogonal subspaces usually denoted as - ,
- and + - − , where only - components contribute to
the flux and torque production. The - components
represent the fundamental supply component plus supply
harmonics of the order 12n±1 (n=1,2,3,…). The second
stator–rotor pair of components represents supply harmonics
of the order 6n±1 ( - subspace with n=1,3,5,…), while the
zero-sequence harmonic components can exist only if there
is a single neutral point, in which case they belong to the
third pair of components. The asymmetrical six-phase
induction machine model, obtained using VSD and the
standard assumptions of the ac machine modeling
(negligible iron losses, space harmonics, and magnetic
saturation), can be summarized as follows:
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� is the rotor electrical speed (� = · �, being the pole
pair number), indices
and
denote stator and rotor
variables and subscripts and
indicate leakage and
magnetizing inductance, respectively.
Model (1) can be used to study the performance of the
machine during the healthy and faulty operation of the entire
system. In healthy operation (neglecting switching and
dead-time harmonics) only - components will exist. The
additional degrees of freedom that become available for

control purposes during the faulty operation are related to
the - subspace components, provided that the converter
topology allows for this functionality.
Different topologies for six-phase energy conversion
systems with fault-tolerant capability have been recently
analyzed by the scientific community. The first topology
uses independent BTB three-phase modules, each one
supplying a different set of three-phase windings (Fig. 1a).
Such an option has been industrially implemented both in
traction and wind energy applications using nine-, twelveand eighteen-phase machines supplied from three, four and
six BTB three-phase modules, respectively [5-6, 31]. This
topology has a simple and modular structure, and is a natural
extension of the standard three-phase case. From the fault
tolerance point of view, this arrangement allows post-fault
operation in the event of a fault either in the machine,
converter, or dc-link. The procedure to obtain post-fault
operation under single open-circuit fault is simple: the
whole three-phase BTB faulted module is disconnected and
the machine operates with the remaining healthy modules.
For the specific case of a six-phase machine this strategy is
termed ‘single VSC’, and it implies that the post-fault α-β
current capability is 50% after single open-circuit fault [7],
resulting in only 25% of pre-fault torque/power for given
slip and frequency.
A second option is to cascade the machine-side converters
and connect the dc-link to a grid-side converter (Fig. 1b),
which can be multilevel in order to reduce the voltage stress
of the IGBTs and improve the current quality [8]. The main
idea is to maintain low voltage on the machine-side but
elevate the dc-link voltage to allow medium voltage at the
grid-side [9-11]. This in turn reduces the current rating and
the cable size for the given power, hence giving a potential
overall capital cost reduction. This cascaded topology is
particularly suitable for multi-MW wind energy
applications, because the generators typically operate at
low-voltage while the medium voltage on the grid-side
allows transformerless generation [9-10]. The machine-side
may have a dc-link midpoint connection to the grid-side (S1
closed in Fig. 1b) or leave the dc-link midpoint isolated (S1
open in Fig. 1b). The latter case allows a two-wire
connection between machine and grid sides, which can be
advantageous in the case of off-shore wind farms [4], but
requires an additional controller of the x-y currents to
regulate the midpoint voltage [9]. If the dc-link midpoint is
not isolated, the voltage balancing task can be performed
from the grid-side, although the x-y controller in the
machine side is still desirable to improve the system
dynamics [32].
In spite of the advantage of the series connection to
generate at medium voltage, from the point of view of the
fault tolerance the post-fault operation is no longer possible
with the cascaded structure shown in Fig. 1b. The reason is
that the six-phase machine needs to be operated using two
isolated neutrals (to prevent the flow of zero-sequence
currents) and the open-circuit implies that the faulted set
becomes single-phase. Although the healthy set of threephase windings can still deliver rated current, it is not

possible to balance the dc-link voltages (Vdc1 and Vdc2 in Fig.
1b) anymore because of the power oscillations caused by the
single-phase (i.e. faulted) set.
To summarize, the use of independent BTB modules
provides limited fault-tolerant capability (25% of pre-fault
torque/power for given slip and frequency), whereas the
series connection of the VSCs has no fault-tolerant
capability at all. This scenario can be improved if the sixphase machine is fed by four three-phase two-level voltage
source converters (VSCs). In other words, each set of threephase windings is connected to two three-phase VSCs
operating in parallel (Fig. 1c). Interfacing inductors are
placed at the output of each VSC to facilitate parallel
operation of the two VSCs. For the purpose of the
discussion that follows, it is assumed that the set of
windings
is connected to VSCs
and ′ ′ ′
(collectively termed as VSCs1), and the set of windings
is connected to VSCs
and ′ ′ ′
(collectively termed as VSCs2). Due to the parallel
connection, the phase current is shared between the two
VSCs, so that each VSC only needs to be sized to take half
of the rated phase current. This reduction in the per VSC
current is adequate in low-voltage high-power drives, where
the use of only two VSCs to drive the six-phase machine is
not feasible due to the limited ratings of IGBT-based VSCs
(typically around 1 MW). In addition, the redundancy
provided by the parallel converters provides enhanced fault
tolerance. Similarly to the case of three-phase generators,
the parallel converters (Fig. 1c) are not tolerant to winding
open-phase faults but they provide additional fault tolerance
against converter faults, which are more common and
unpredictable than machine faults [4].
The dc-links of VSCs1 and VSCs2 can then be kept
independent (Fig. 1a) or be cascaded in series to form an
elevated dc-link voltage (Fig. 1b). In the latter case the
topology results in a hybrid series-parallel topology similar
to the one suggested in [27-29] and the merits are in
between that of a pure series and pure parallel connection:
elevated dc-link voltage with some degree of fault tolerance.
Additional features of the topologies of Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b
include lower dv/dt of the common-mode voltage (CMV),
which is known to be a main cause of leakage currents in
high power applications and lower voltage rating of the
power converters. In any case, the most relevant
characteristic, compared to the case of single VSC supply, is
the improved fault tolerant capability, which is explored
next.
III. POST-FAULT SYSTEM CAPABILITY
The case of a single open-circuit fault is analyzed
hereafter, where one of the converter legs is disconnected
from the machine winding due to a fault. Without lack of
generality, it is assumed further on that leg- ′ of the VSCs1
is faulted. Due to the parallel connection of the converters
and ′ ′ ′, phase- is still fed with legof
VSCs1, and consequently the current can still flow.
However, maximum phase current
is now just half of the

rated phase current due to the limitation on the VSCs current
rating.
In the study of the system capability it is first assumed
that the oscillation of the dc-link voltage in not permissible.
To ensure non-oscillating dc-link voltage, the active power
flowing in each of the two sets of three-phase windings
should be constant. Since the machine is not damaged by the
fault, this implies that the three-phase currents (either in
VSCs1 or VSCs2) need to be balanced, i.e. with same
amplitudes and 120 degrees of phase shift. The current
amplitudes of VSCs1 are limited to half the rated value due
to the limitation on the faulted phase, so the maximum
steady-state currents are:
= . ∙ � · cos � ·
= . ∙ � · cos � · −
= . ∙ � · cos � · −

(2)

where � is the angular frequency of stator phase currents
and � is the peak value of the rated current.
For the same reason of avoiding oscillating power, the
phase currents in winding 2 should also have the same
magnitude and 120 degrees of phase separation. However,
since the VSCs2 remain healthy, the current in each winding
can go up to the rated value. To represent a general case
which facilitates further study, the phase currents can be
written as:
= · � · cos � · −
= · � · cos � · −
= · � · cos � · − 7

magnitude increases with the value of k. This implies that
increasing k will increase the flux and torque, which in turn
increases the torque/power. Nevertheless, changing the
value of k will also cause the flow of x-y currents, which
introduces additional copper losses in the stator windings
and reduces the actual torque/power obtained from the
machine. No distortion of the airgap flux and torque is
expected by the appearance of x-y currents because the sixphase induction generator is considered to have distributed
windings and consequently spatial harmonics are negligible.
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Zero sequence currents are omitted from the analysis
because the machine is configured with two isolated neutral
points that prevent their flow.
Since currents in both windings are a set of balanced
three-phase currents, x-y currents are related to α-β currents
by the k factor:
=

BTB module #1

Idc2

to the phase currents of (2)-(3), the stator α-β and x-y
currents can be obtained:
=√
=√
=√
=√

a 1 b 1 c1

VSCs 2

where k represents a constant < < , which can be
optimized.
By applying the power-invariant Clarke decoupling
transformation [6]:
− /
√ /
− /
−√ /

dc-link 1
Idc1
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This means that x-y currents have the same frequency and
phase relation as the α-β currents, with the difference only in
their amplitudes. The relationship derived in (6) is important
for control purposes and will be used in section IV to build a
controller that permits the unbalanced operation defined in
(2)-(3) with > . .
From (5) it can be observed that the α - β current

Fig. 1: Multiphase energy conversion topologies: a) Independent
BTB VSC modules, b) Series connection of VSCs and c) Parallel
connection of VSCs.

For the specific case of k = 0.5, all phase currents form a
balanced set of asymmetrical six-phase signals with
amplitudes of � ⁄ . Since the currents are balanced, x-y
currents are zero. Even though this strategy minimizes
losses by having zero x-y currents, the maximum α-β current
magnitude is only half of the rated value, which diminishes
the maximum achievable power.
In order to analyze the steady-state achievable power for
increasing values of k, the currents can be expressed in
complex form as:
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=(
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From the equivalent circuit of a squirrel cage induction
machine [28], it is possible to calculate the power balance
and obtain the output power (neglecting mechanical and iron
losses):
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where stator and rotor currents are those defined in (7). ��
is the power provided by the prime mover (generator) or the
electrical supply (motor). �
is the electrical power
generated by the system (generator) or the mechanical
power on the shaft (motor), and �� are the copper losses
associated with the different currents flowing in the
machine. From the equivalent circuit [28] and (5), the rotor
α-β rotor currents can be expressed as a function of the
parameter k:
√ � +�

+ .
+

�

∙�

(9)

Post-fault torque/power with k = 0.5 is 25% (similarly to
the case with single VSC supply) of the pre-fault value for a
given slip and frequency, as it could be expected because the
α-β currents are half of the pre-fault value and torque/power
increases with the square of the current (0.52=0.25).
Similarly, post-fault torque/power with k = 1 (maximum
value of k with parallel VSC supply) is 56.25% of the prefault generated power. This is again expected since the α-β
currents are 75% of the pre-fault value (0.752=0.5625).
Consequently, for the same frequency and slip, increasing
the value of k elevates the achievable torque/power by 225%
(56.25/25=2.25) compared to single VSC supply, if a proper
imbalance strategy is designed for the parallel connection of
Fig. 1c. In a general case the slip and frequency do not
remain constant and the achievable power depends on the
ratio of the d-q reference currents ( ⁄ ) [7,29]. In any
case, the steady state analysis shows that the capability to
increase the α-β currents results in a relevant gain of the
post-fault achievable torque/power.
All the analysis developed so far is common to the
topologies of Fig. 1a and 1b because the current control is
not affected by the arrangement of the individual dc-links.
Nevertheless, the imbalance that results from operating the
drive with > . has a different impact on the dc-link
voltages of independent and cascaded topologies. In the case
of Fig. 1a the power extracted from dc-links 1 and 2 is
different in post-fault operation (� ≠ � ), but the dccurrents can also be different (� ≠ � ) allowing
unbalanced current operation with constant dc-link voltages
(� = � ). Nevertheless, in the case of the cascaded
topology of Fig. 1b with no dc-link midpoint connection to
the grid-side (S1 open in Fig. 1b), the dc-currents are forced
to be equal (� = � ) causing an imbalance in the dc-link
voltages:
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�
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∙

�
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The degree of dc-link voltage imbalance depends on the
current imbalance, defined by k, and the machine

impedances. Further details and an analytical derivation can
be found in [29]. The voltage imbalance can be solved in the
cascaded topology if the dc-link midpoint is connected to
the grid side (S1 closed in Fig. 1b), because the restriction
� = � does not apply in this case.
IV. PROPOSED FAULT-TOLERANT CONTROLLER

The general structure of the pre-fault control strategy is
shown in Fig. 2. The scheme is an indirect rotor field
oriented control (IRFOC) with an outer speed loop and inner
current loops for d-q and x-y currents. Only four phase
currents (ia 1, ib1, ia 2 and ib2) need to be measured because the
remaining phase currents can be obtained from the condition
of having two isolated neutral points. Measured phase
currents are converted into α-β currents using the Clarke
transformation [�] of (4) and d-q currents are obtained from
the rotation of α-β currents in the forward (synchronous)
direction using the Park transformation:
[ ]=[
−

�
�

�
]
�

(11)

where the angle � of the rotating reference frame is
obtained from the measured speed � and the estimated slip:
� =∫

�

∗

∗

(12)

+�·�

where P is the number of pole pairs and Tr the rotor time
constant.
The machine is fluxed by setting a value of ∗ that
corresponds to the rated flux of the machine, while the
torque is regulated by the outer speed control loop that
provides the reference of the quadrature current ∗ . The
output of the d-q current controllers and the decoupling
terms eds and eqs [12] provide the reference voltages � ∗ and
�∗ .
The second inner current control loop corresponds to the
x-y current components. Control can be performed in the
stationary reference frame using the Clarke transformation
[�], in the synchronous frame using the Park transformation
[ ], or in the anti-synchronous frame using the inverse of
the Park transformation [ ]− [33]:
[ ]− = [

�
�

−

�
]
�

(13)

In the pre-fault situation, and considering the independent
BTB topology of Fig. 1a, the x’-y’ current references ′∗ and
′∗
are zero (Fig. 2a) and the x-y current control can still be
performed in the stationary frame. However, for the
cascaded topology of Fig. 1b, ′∗ is obtained from a dc-link
voltage balancing controller (Fig. 2b) that ensures similar
�
and �
values by proper injection of y’-current to
divert the active power from VSCs1 to VSCs2 or vice versa
[9]. In this case the x-y current components need to be
rotated in the anti-synchronous direction [33] (termed
′
, ′ in Fig. 2) to facilitate the control of the active power
from the y-current control loop, the output of the x-y current
controllers provides the x’-y’ voltage references � ′∗ and � ′∗
in anti-synchronous reference frame, and the d-q and ′ - ′
reference voltages are transformed in the inverse direction
using the Park ([ ] and [ ]− ) and Clarke ([�]) matrices to

provide the phase voltage references (� ∗ � ∗ � ∗ �∗ � ∗ � ∗ ),
which are inputs for the carrier-based six-phase PWM [7,9]
that generates the switching signals to VSCs1 and VSCs2.
The aim in post-fault situation is to drive the machine
ensuring that the currents in the faulted VSCs1 are below
|
| ≤ � ⁄ ). This target can
half the rated value (
be achieved by using a constant degree of imbalance (e.g.
setting k=1 for all operating points), but this results in a
suboptimal solution because efficiency would be decreased
due to unnecessary injection of x-y currents. In the lowtorque region for example, the limit of VSCs1 is not reached
and consequently the machine can be symmetrically
operated as in pre-fault situation (Fig. 2a or Fig. 2b) with no
need to set k > 1 and generate additional copper losses.
However, when the torque is such that the currents in
|
| = � ⁄ ) for
VSCs1 reach the post-fault limit (
k = 0.5, the system can no longer increase the generated
torque/power unless some imbalance in the power sharing of
VSCs1 and VSCs2 is permitted. At this moment, the
controller of Fig. 2c is activated. This controller is devised
to provide variable x-y current injection (i.e. variable k) to
generate only the minimum degree of imbalance that is
required to comply with current limits. The designed
strategy in turn favors the efficient operation by minimizing
copper losses and also limits the imbalance in the dc-link
voltages of cascaded topologies. The controller that
regulates the imbalance is developed so that when the
modulus of the d-q currents is above half the rated value,
this excess is taken as the input for a proportional- integral
(PI) anti-wind-up controller whose output is the k parameter.
As the load torque increases, more q-current is required and
a higher value of k is demanded. According to (6), the value
of k determines the amount of x-y currents that need to be
injected, in order to provoke the required imbalance of the
system.
Nevertheless, it is important not only to determine the
optimal amount of x-y currents but also to select a proper
reference frame to simplify the control scheme. If the x-y
control is performed in the stationary reference frame, as it
is a common practice in multiphase drives in healthy
operation [34], it is necessary to regulate sinusoidal currents
and the limited bandwidth of PI controllers will result in a
poor performance [33]. For the purpose of regulating
varying x-y currents it has been recently suggested to use
dual PI or resonant controllers [35-36]; this however
complicates to some extent the controller structure and
tuning. Fortunately, in this case it is possible to perform the
control in a reference frame where x-y currents become
constant. It can be noted from (6) that the required x-current
is proportional to α-current while the required y-current is
inversely proportional to the β-current. This implies that the
α-β current vector rotates in synchronous direction whereas
the x-y current vector rotates in anti-synchronous direction.
It follows that the rotation of x-y currents in backwards
direction leads to x-y currents (termed x-y in the rotating
reference frame) becoming proportional to d-q currents:
′

=

. −
. +

′

=−

. −
. +

(14)

Consequently, the choice of this anti-synchronous
reference frame provides constant x’-y’ references from (14)
that allow the use of standard PI controllers. The use of
resonant controllers (PR), which is a common procedure in
fault-tolerant control schemes with time-varying x-y current
references [7, 21, 36], is then not necessary.
In the case of independent topologies of Fig. 1a the value
of k is saturated to 1 to ensure that the maximum current of
the healthy VSCs2 corresponds to the rated current, and the
same applies to the cascaded topology with dc-link midpoint
connection (S1 in Fig. 1b). When the dc-link midpoint of the
cascaded topology is isolated, the value of k may be set to a
lower value in the range [0.5,1] depending on the
permissible dc-link voltage imbalance due to the ratings of
the system (IGBTs and dc-link capacitor voltage capability)
[29]. For the purpose of analysis in this work it is assumed
that k can go up to 1, so that the maximum degree of
unbalance is obtained.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the properties of the proposed fault-tolerant
controller, it has been implemented in a laboratory-scale
prototype. The test bench and experimental results are
presented next.
A. Test Bench

A three-phase induction machine has been rewound to
obtain the asymmetrical six-phase induction machine,
shown within the test bench illustration in Fig. 3. Parameters
of the custom-built six-phase machine have been determined
using conventional, AC-time domain and stand-still tests
with inverter supply [37-38], providing stator and rotor
resistances of 4.2 and 2 , stator and rotor leakage
inductances of 4.2 and 55 mH, and mutual inductance of
420 mH. The six-phase machine is driven by conventional
three-phase power converters from Semikron (SKS22F
modules) that correspond to VSCs1 and VSCs2 in Fig. 1.
The converters are connected to a dc power supply system
as in Fig. 1a and the control actions are performed by a TI
TMS320F28335 digital signal processor. The control unit is
programmed through JTAG and TI proprietary software
Code Composer Studio. Current and speed measurements
are taken with four hall-effect LEM LAH 25-NP sensors and
a GHM510296R/2500 digital encoder, respectively. The
load torque is provided by a DC-machine whose armature is
connected to a variable resistive-inductive load. The full
scheme of the test bench is depicted in Fig. 3.
B. Experimental Results

Different experimental tests have been applied setting a
flux reference ids* = 1A, a rated q-current of 8A, a switching
frequency of 10 kHz and dc-link voltages of Vdc1 = Vdc2 =
300V. The threshold for the activation of the controller in
Fig. 2c is set to idqs = 4A, which corresponds to half the
rated value. The transition from pre- to post-fault situation is
firstly tested to verify the capability of the system to
withstand an open-circuit fault in leg- ′ of the VSCs1. The
system is operated in pre-fault situation using the proposed
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Fig. 2: Field oriented control (FOC)of the six-phase induction machine with synchronous d-q current control and anti-synchronous x-y
current control (left) and x’-y’ current reference calculation (right) in a) Pre-fault situation with independent BTB topology (Fig.1a), b)
Pre-fault situation with cascaded topology (Fig. 1b) and c) Post-fault condition for either independent BTB or cascaded topologies.
Applies to the case of paralleled converters for each three-phase winding at the machine’s side.

control scheme with 62.5% of the rated current (iqs*= 5A)
and a reference speed * = 800 rpm (Fig. 4a). During prefault situation (until t = 10s) the value of k is 0.5 (Fig. 4b),
indicating an equal current sharing in both sets of threephase windings (a 1,b1,c1 and a 2,b2,c2). According to (6) this
implies that the x-y current references are set to zero ( ′∗ =
′∗
= 0) as indicated in the strategy of Fig. 2a. To reach the
balanced operation observed in Fig. 4e, x-y currents are
regulated to zero as it is shown in Fig. 4d. Consequently, the
pre-fault phase currents of the two sets of three-phase
windings have equal amplitudes and a phase shifting of 30º.
The d-q currents, responsible for the torque production, are
successfully controlled to their reference values (Fig. 4c)
and this in turn implies that the machine speed is regulated
to the reference speed (Fig. 4a). Now, when the fault occurs
(t = 10s), the x’-y’ references are no longer set to zero but
obtained from the controller shown in Fig. 2c. Since the
modulus of the d-q currents is over the threshold value
(idqs = 4A), k is quickly increased by the controller, as it
can be observed in Fig. 4b. The new value of k implies that
x’-y’ references are no longer set to zero but to values that
are proportional to d-q current references (14). In our case,
x’-y’ currents track new non-zero references (Fig. 4d),
forcing the imbalance in the phase currents depicted in Fig.
4e. Notice that the anti-synchronous reference frame
selected for the x’-y’ components results in constant current
reference values in the post-fault situation, favoring the
tracking process using PI controllers. Notice also that the
unbalanced operation in post-fault situation is characterized
by a reduction (an increase, respectively) in the phase
current of the faulty (healthy) three-phase winding (a 1,b1,c1
and a 2,b2,c2, respectively). Then, post-fault d-q currents are
maintained at their respective pre-fault references (Fig. 4c)

and the machine speed is regulated to the reference value
(Fig. 4a). The transition from pre- to post-fault operation is
done without any impact on the d-q currents or the motor
speed, this being one of the benefits of the proposed
controller that regulates the unbalanced operation between
three-phase windings.
The ability of the entire system to operate in post-fault
situation is a second benefit of the proposed unbalanced
operation controller. In the case of balanced post-fault
operation (k = 0.5), the maximum q-current is iqs* = 3.9A,
indicating an insufficient current production to maintain the
machine speed after the fault. The conclusions obtained
from this test can be summarized as follows: i) the proposed
post-fault x-y current references result in an unbalanced
operation that allows preserving the post fault current
|
| ≤ � ⁄ and
|
| ≤ � ), ii)
ratings (
the non-zero x’-y’ current references in post-fault situation
are tracked by simple PI controllers due to the selected antisynchronous reference frame that results in constant x’-y’
current values, iii) the transition from the pre- to the postfault situation is smoothly performed, and iv) higher d-q
currents are obtained using the unbalanced operation, which
allows maintaining the pre-fault drive performance in a
wider range of operation.
Post-fault operation is analysed next using the proposed
controller in steady and transient states. Fig. 5 shows the
pre-fault performance with a change in the speed reference
from 800 to 600 rpm at t = 14s. Since the load torque is
provided by a dc-machine whose power/torque is
proportional to the square of the speed, the deceleration
implies a reduction of the load torque. The q-current is
decreased accordingly (Fig. 5b) and the motor speed follows
its reference value (Fig. 5a). The d-current is satisfactorily

′∗

kept close to 1A during the whole test and the x’-y’ currents
are driven to zero by the pre-fault controller.
The same test is repeated but with a fault instigated at t =
10s (Fig. 6). The imbalance is then regulated by the
controller of Fig. 2c, causing an increase of k up to
approximately 0.82 after the fault occurrence (Fig. 6d).
Since the modulus of the d-q currents is reduced during the
transient, the value of k is also reduced because a lower
degree of imbalance is required at 600 rpm. Compared to the
healthy case shown in Fig. 5, the motor speed (Fig. 6a) and
d-q currents (Fig. 6b) are found to be very similar in preand post-fault situations. However, the regulation of k in
post-fault situation results in non-zero x’-y’ currents (Fig.
6c) that guarantee that the drive operates within the current
limits in both VSCs1 and VSCs2.
In the next test the six-phase machine is driven at 700 rpm
and is loaded by the dc-machine in pre-fault situation (Fig.
7). At t = 15s the dc-machine is disconnected resulting in a
sudden unloading of the six-phase induction motor. The load
removal causes a short overshoot of the motor speed (Fig.
7a), but the quick decrease of the q-current (Fig. 7b)
decelerates the machine and returns the speed to the
reference value. The d-current is maintained at 1 A and the
x’-y’ currents are controlled to zero (Fig. 7c), showing a
good decoupling without any of the sudden unloading. The
same test is repeated but including the fault occurrence
control at t = 10s (Fig. 8). The test shows that the value of k
is initially increased in post-fault situation because the
modulus of the d-q currents is over the threshold set in the
controller (idqs = 4A). Nevertheless, when the machine is
unloaded (t = 15s) the unbalanced operation is no longer
needed because the balanced operation can generate the
required torque. At this point the value of k is quickly
reduced to 0.5 to operate in balanced mode (Fig. 7d). This is
reflected in the x’-y’ current references that are regulated
back to zero when the machine is unloaded and the
imbalance is no longer needed (Fig. 7c). It must be
emphasized here that the unbalanced operation is only
desirable when the balanced operation is not feasible,
because the non-zero x’-y’ currents that are required to
provoke the imbalance result in higher copper losses.
Figs. 4 and 8 show that the post-fault unbalanced
operation can be obtained both in the steady-state and
transient situations. The controller of Fig. 2c regulates the
degree of imbalance k to allow balanced operation when
possible (low-torque region) and gradually increases the
unequal current sharing when the additional torque is
required (up to the limit set by the rated current at k=1).

in six-phase energy conversion systems with parallel
converters if some degree of imbalance in the current
sharing between the two sets of three-phase windings is
allowed. This current sharing can be regulated by proper
control of the x-y currents, increasing the α-β current
by 50% that results in 225% additional torque/power in the
electrical drive for a given slip and frequency The regulation
of these non-zero x-y currents can be performed by simple
PI controllers in a reference frame with an anti-synchronous
rotation that eventually results in constant values of the x’-y’
references. The controller that regulates the degree of
imbalance permits balanced operation in the low-torque
region and variable degree of imbalance when the torque is
increased, thus achieving minimum copper losses and low
dc-link voltage imbalance in cascaded topologies. The
imbalance forced by the suggested controller sets an upper
limit to ensure that the currents are within acceptable values
in both the faulted and healthy sets of three-phase windings.
The suggested fault-tolerant mode of operation is feasible in
topologies with independent BTB modules as well as in
cascaded topologies with a series connection of the
machine-side converters and a single grid-side converter.
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